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ABSTRACT: From 1997 to 2000, complete necropsy and histopathologic investigations were performed on 157 free-ranging European brown hares (Lepus europaeus) found dead throughout Switzerland. Organ samples of all these individuals (157 livers and 107 spleens available) were tested for European brown hare syndrome virus (EBHSV)-antigen by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test kit. Furthermore, 60 additional blood samples were tested for antibodies against EBHSV by ELISA. In addition, liver samples of 87 free-ranging mountain hares (Lepus timidus) hunted in 1996 were tested for EBHSV-antigen. In two European brown hares from southern Switzerland lesions suggestive of changes induced by EBHSV were present, and high titers of EBHSV-antigen were detected in both liver and spleen samples of these animals. Based on negative staining electron microscopy investigations of liver and spleen homogenates, we observed calicivirus in one antigen-positive hare. Low EBHSV-antigen titers were found in three additional European brown hares from central and western Switzerland, but EBHSV-lesions were absent. Antibodies against EBHSV were not detected in any of the sera of European brown hares, and EBHSV-antigen was not found in the samples of mountain hares. This is the first report of EBHS in European brown hares from Switzerland.
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In 1989, Lavazza and Vecchi (1989) found viral particles in European brown hares (Lepus europaeus) which had died from European brown hare syndrome (EBHS) by negative staining immune electron microscopy of the liver. The causative agent of EBHS is a small (30 to 35 nm) icosahedral, non-enveloped and hemagglutinating virus (Gavier-Widen and Mörner, 1991) and is classified as a calicivirus (Ohlinger and Thiel, 1991). Caliciviruses are spread by oral and nasal transmission (Xu and Chen, 1989). In the field, the fecal-oral route of transmission is probably the most important one (Morisse et al., 1991). European brown hare syndrome has been demonstrated in European brown hares and in mountain hares (Lepus timidus), and has been reported in many European countries (Morisse, 1988; Eskens and Volmer, 1989; Marcato et al., 1989; Henriksen et al., 1989; Okerman et al., 1989; Chasey and Duff, 1990; Sostaric et al., 1991; Gavier-Widen and Mörner, 1993; Salmela et al., 1993; Steineck and Nowotny, 1993; Nauwynck et al., 1993; Gortazar and de Luco, 1995; Frölich et al., 1996; Slamecka et al., 1997). However, until now neither EBHSV-antigen nor corresponding pathology has been found in lagomorphs in Switzerland. Only one report exists for antibodies against caliciviruses in European brown hares in this country (Büttner, 1996). Our objective was to determine whether free-ranging European brown hares and mountain hares were naturally infected by EBHSV in Switzerland.

We collected 157 carcasses of European brown hares found dead all over Switzerland (45°49’ to 47°49’N, 5°57’ to 10°30’E) between 1997 and 2000. Geographical distribution of the samples is shown in Figure 1. European brown hares were sent to the Institute of Animal Pathology (University of Berne, Berne, Switzerland) by state game keepers and necropsied following standard protocols (Roffé et al., 1996). Selected organs (lung, heart, liver, spleen, kidney, and testicle or uterus) as well as organs showing apparent lesions were collected from all 157 animals, fixed in 4% phosphate-buffered formalin (pH 7.4), and embedded in paraffin. Histological
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sections of 4 to 6 μm were cut and stained with hematoxilin and eosin. Lesions considered to be suggestive of EBHS were predominant periportal necrosis and degeneration of the hepatocytes characterized by single, group, and mass cell necrosis, and karyorrhexis, karyolysis, or karyopyknosis with scattered foci of lymphohistiocytic infiltrates (Capucci et al., 1991; Marcato et al., 1991). Tissue of 27 decomposed brown hares (17%) was not used for histology. In addition, liver samples of 87 mountain hares hunted in Grisons (a Canton in the eastern Swiss Alps; 46°10’ to 47°03’N, 8°46’ to 10°30’E), were collected in October and November 1996. Mountain hares were culled by local hunters, and livers were sampled by state game keepers within 24 hr after death. In contrast to European brown hares, perished mountain hares could not be investigated because carcasses are generally not found in those remote mountainous regions. Therefore, pathological investigations were not conducted in mountain hares.

Virological analyses were performed on organ samples from all European brown hares (157 livers and 107 available spleens), on 60 blood samples available from the same species and on liver samples from 87 mountain hares. Blood was collected and centrifuged, and sera were stored at −20 C. Liver and spleen samples were tested for EBHSV-antigen, while sera were tested for specific antibodies against EBHSV. For antigen demonstration and serological tests, we used EBHSV-antigen and antibody-blocking ELISA test kits according to the prescription of Frölich et al. (1996). Briefly, the EBHSV antigen ELISA microplates (Maxisorp, Nunc-Roskilde, Denmark) were coated with rabbit anti-EBHSV immunoglobulin G (IgG), washed, and the super-

**FIGURE 1.** Geographical distribution of hares sampled in Switzerland in 1997–2000. Triangles and circles represent EBHS-antigen negative mountain hares and European brown hares, respectively. Low titer antigen positive European brown hares are indicated by white stars, while high antigen positive European brown hares with EBHS lesions are indicated by a black star.
natant from the test material or dilutions thereof were analyzed as quadruplicates. European brown hare syndrome virus-positive (Bundesforschungsanstalt für Viruskrankheiten, Tübingen, Germany) and negative control samples (Institut für Versuchstierkunde, Berlin, Germany) were included. Following an incubation period overnight at 5 C and a washing step, immunosorbent treated guinea-pig anti EBHSV hyperimmune serum was added to two of the wells, and the same concentration of normal guinea-pig serum to the other two wells per test sample. Following another incubation period of 30 min at 37 C and another washing procedure, the wells were further incubated with rabbit anti-guinea-pig peroxidase conjugate (Denmark code P141, DAKO Diagnostik GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). After washing, the fixed enzymes reacted for 10 min with orthophenylene-diamine (OPD) substrate including perhydrol (Sigma-Chemie GmbH, Deisenhoven, Germany). The reaction was stopped with H$_2$SO$_4$ and the results were read at 490 nm on a MTF 10 spectrophotometer (Wissenschaftlicher Gerätebau, Berlin, Germany). The mean optical density (OD) of the negative controls was calculated. Test samples that deviated significantly $>3$ standard deviation (SD) from the mean of the controls in a dilution of $\geq 1:10$ were considered antibody positive.

Liver and spleen specimens of EBHSV-antigen positive hares, frozen at $-70$ C, were examined by electron microscopy using the negative staining technique (Gelderbloem and Özül, 1983). First, the homogenate was centrifuged at 10,000 $\times G$ for 15 min to eliminate the gross debris. Thereafter, the supernatant was centrifuged at 135,000 $\times G$ for 5 min and the sediment was placed on 400 mesh copper grids (Baltec, Walluf, Germany) covered with formvar film and coated with carbon (Plano, Marburg, Germany). Finally, the grids were negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) pH 6.5 and checked by an EM 902 A electron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

In two European brown hares from Ticino, a Canton in southern Switzerland (Fig. 1), lesions suggestive of changes induced by EBHSV were found on histologic examination. Major histologic lesions were restricted to the liver parenchyma and characterized by midzonal- and perilobular, large extensive to coalescing areas of coagulative and lytic necrosis and partial replacement of the parenchyma by erythrocytes. Additional lesions were characterized by multiple subendocardial hemorrhages and tubular nephrosis. Moreover, these two individuals showed high EBHSV-antigen titers. The two liver samples were positive up to a dilution of 1:1,000 and the two spleen samples were positive when diluted 1:10,000 and 1:1,000, respectively. Virus particles characteristic of calicivirus were found in liver and spleen homogenate in one of these high antigen-positive hares by negative staining electron microscopy. The icosahedral particles of 30–40 nm diameter were seen following high speed centrifugation, they occurred singly spaced. They were partially damaged during preparation, but most of them showed the char-
characteristic cup-like depressions of the surface (Fig. 2). In three additional European brown hares from central and western Switzerland, low EBHSV-antigen titers were found, but EBHS-lesions were absent. Sera were not available for two of these animals, and antibodies were not detected in the other. The three liver and the two spleen samples available were positive up to a dilution of 1:10. None of the 60 sera from European brown hares showed antibodies against EBHSV. In the mountain hares, EBHSV-antigen was not detected in any of the 87 liver samples.

Based on hepatic lesions and high positive antigen titers, EBHS was diagnosed in two European brown hares. The diagnosis of calicivirus was supported by negative staining electron microscopy. These viral particles morphologically resemble those observed by Poli et al. (1991) in spleen and liver of hare with acute hepatitis. This represents the first report of EBHS in Switzerland. Furthermore, three additional individuals showed low titers indicating a possible exposure to EBHSV. Two of these hares were killed by road traffic, the third one showed an infection with *Listeria monocytogenes* and was predated by a dog. Histologically, no lesions suggestive of changes induced by EBHSV were present. In these cases, (1) hares could have been infected with a non or less pathogenic calicivirus strain, (2) infection was in an early viremic stage or (3) antigen detection (low titer of 1:10) may have been doubtful. In the Swiss mountain hare population, no evidence of EBHSV-infection was found. However, the results are not directly comparable, since in European brown hares necropsy, antigen demonstration, and serology were performed, whereas in mountain hares only liver samples were investigated for antigen detection. The two individuals showing EBHS originated from a region south of the Alps. This local subpopulation unit is part of the European brown hare metapopulation of northern Italy, where the disease is known to be widespread (Scicluna et al., 1994). The three individuals showing low EBHSV-antigen titers and no lesions suggestive of changes induced by EBHSV came from Swiss regions located north of the Alps. In this area, EBHS was not reported to cause losses until now. This may be due to (1) the relative isolation of hares due to the geomorphological characteristics of the country (in the South and East surrounded by the Alps, in the East and North by the river Rhine, and in the West surrounded by the Jura Mountains, all of which can be barriers to brown hare dispersal), (2) the low population density of brown hares in Switzerland (Büttner, 1996), and (3) the import of brown hares (which could be infected with EBHSV, Zanni et al., 1995) for release has been illegal for more than 10 yr in Switzerland.

In conclusion, this is the first report of EBHS in Switzerland. Furthermore, two distinct epidemiological situations may be present due to the existence of two separate European brown hare-metapopulations, one in the southern and one in the northern Alps.
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